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White
Good evening.  Tonight:  Mani Djazmi will be celebrating the start of the cricket season in his own inimitable way and I'm rather jealous.  But first, potentially exciting news about the project we've featured before on In Touch which is looking at stem cell technology as a way of treating age related macular disease, which is the major cause of blindness in this country.

The pharmaceutical company Pfizer is offering financial and research support to the team based at the Institute of Ophthalmology at University College London.  This will take the project beyond the all important clinical trials, scheduled to take place in a couple of years time.

Well to give us the real implications of all this I'm joined by project coordinator Professor Pete Coffey. 

Pete, first of all, what exactly have Pfizer offered?

Coffey
This is great news for the project because it brings together a potential therapeutic with a company which has both the expertise in medicines and also scaling those medicines to the public.

White
Are they offering you money?

Coffey
There is financial input from Pfizer, quite substantial, which is needed to go into these clinical trials - clinical trials are very expensive - but it is actually a partnership.  So not only are they financially giving money to the project but there is a whole group based in Cambridge who will be involved in the scientific progression of this.  And also actually using this as a platform for cell therapies for other diseases as well.

White
So what will this enable you to do that you couldn't have done without it?

Coffey
I would say possibly speed the process to ensure that the therapeutic - and when I say therapeutic, the cells which we want to put back into people - are manufactured to a standard which can be used clinically and clinically in a large population of people which we, as a university, obviously couldn't really achieve.

White
So putting that in plain language, does that mean that you'll be able to treat more people sooner?

Coffey
In plain language yes.

White
Now let's establish perhaps exactly what this will be able to do.  I mean it's been reported widely and many newspapers couldn't resist the lure of the cure headline, can you say exactly who this will help and equally - perhaps indeed more importantly for our audience - who it won't help?

Coffey
Thanks for the opportunity actually to put the record straight.  This therapy is targeted for Age Related Macular Degeneration.  It will be for both forms of Age Related Macular Degeneration, both the wet and the dry, but our crucial target is the dry form.  The stage at which we would give the therapeutic is in the earlier stages of the disease - and I think this is important to get over to the public.  So this isn't restoring the seeing part of the eye - the photo receptors - this is restoring what supports that seeing part of the eye and that's what's affected in Age Related Macular Degeneration.

White
So if you've had Age Related Macular Degeneration for say five, 10, 15 years can you tell us at what stage it is right to say there's not much more we can do for you in that set of circumstances?

Coffey
Typically what we're looking at is if a person is using eccentric vision, so they're not using their central vision at all, then the seeing part of the eye, the neural retina, has died.  This therapy will not restore that.  So before the central vision is lost we would need to introduce this therapy.  Now we could also use it in late stage as well but it would not restore the central vision, it would only stop the progression of the peripheral loss.  So our major target is to try and stop people losing their central vision.

White
So essentially you can do far more when it is at an early stage?

Coffey
Yes, definitely.

White
Can you also explain in lay terms I mean what does stem cell treatment involve, in the context of the eye, what are we actually talking about?

Coffey
The concept of regenerative medicine and stem cell therapy is to use a cell which has the ability to turn into any other cell type in the body.  And in this case we want a specific eye cell.  So what we've managed to do is turn the stem cell into the eye cell we want.  That then is implanted into the patient in the area where those cells have died and given up their function, which is in that central visual portion.

White
And in some senses the eye is quite good for this, isn't it, because it's got the integrity of being an organ that you can sort of isolate quite well?

Coffey
It is and equally one of the major pluses is it's got a window on the front, so we can actually see what's happening at the back of the eye and where to place the cell.  So in other potential diseases - heart disease, brain disease, spinal injury - you don't have that ability to see exactly where you need to place the cell.

White
So exactly what material are you using for the stem cells in this treatment?

Coffey
We're using blastocysts, which are fertilised eggs, we are only using one fertilised egg - this has been scaled up and will be enough for the complete therapy, we do not need to keep going back, taking or selecting fertilised eggs.  So this is one egg which will be used for the whole clinical population.

White
And where does that come from?

Coffey
That comes from donated eggs from IVF clinics excessive to need.

White
What you're saying is that one egg has given you the material to go on creating what you need?

Coffey
Yes.  We do not need to go back.  So of the 14 million in Europe and the 14 million in the US this is the one cell line we need and that will be enough for it because this is a cell line which expands itself, so therefore we do not need to go any further.

White
I mean still in people's minds - controversial - why does it have to be embryonic stem cells, I mean why wouldn't adult stem cells do the job?

Coffey
We have, right from the start of this project, looked to addle human stem cells and we cannot get an adult human stem cell to be as good as a cell as we would want to put back, it doesn't have all the components of the cell which [indistinct word].  However, when we've used human embryonic stem cells what we find is it does have those characteristics, so it is in that sense much more superior to what we can get from an adult stem cell.  Now that hasn't stopped us from looking at alternatives from here.  There's a new technology, which is using skin cells, so you can use skin cells and turn them back into a stem cell and we're now looking at some of that technology to see whether we can turn those into the eye cells that we want.  So we're not totally concentrating on human embryonic stem cells but at present that is by far the best cell that we've come across at the moment.

White
And for the foreseeable future?

Coffey
People talk about personalised medicines and these type of skin cells are taken from the person themselves.  There may be a possibility of using and sourcing the stem cell from the person who's affected with the disease but this is a really new technology, it's as yet not something which could be transferred into the clinic and is a lot further down the road.  So at the moment what we feel is that there is good reason to introduce the human embryonic stem cell technology into the clinic now, rather than waiting for that alternative therapy, which we don't know, as yet, would be possible.

White
When do you think you'd be able to treat people in substantial numbers?

Coffey
We're looking at round about 2011, 2012 for the initial trials.  So if all goes well then we would expect to be able to get it out by 2015, 2016.

White
We still have to be realistic, this is still quite a long way away in terms of if you're not lucky enough to be on one of the trials?

Coffey
Yes.  And the other thing to mention about those trials is they are not something which I govern, they're highly regulated, I can't decide who goes on to those trials and who doesn't, that's a question which is not in my remit.

White
But you feel that the clinical certainty of this is fairly high, you obviously have confidence in the methodology that you're using?

Coffey
Yes.  I mean Pfizer went through quite extensive due diligence of the whole project.  What's known about the disease itself, about the procedures and about the cells that we're using.  So yes we do feel extremely confident that those initial trials will be successful.

White
But we're not talking about eradicating AMD?

Coffey
No, not at this present moment in time, no.

White
Professor Pete Coffey, thank you very much indeed.

And if you'd like to comment on that story well do give us a call - 0800 044 044 is the number to ring.

Well last week we were talking about extreme sports but I have to say these days I like my sport a little more gentle, indeed I prefer that someone else does it and I simply enjoy having it described to me.  Which is why I was a bit miffed when Mani Djazmi got this next gig.  The headquarters of cricket at Lords is now offering a pretty comprehensive service to visually impaired fans and on the first day of the cricket season Mani went along - albeit in rather chilly conditions - to sample their wares.

Cricket commentary

Djazmi
It's April, it's cold and I can't really feel my fingers anymore so it must be the start of the cricket season.  And until a few moments ago I was sitting here in the grandstand at Lords enjoying commentary of the first day's play between MCC and Durham.  But less than an hour after it started play's been stopped because of rain and bad light.  The players have trooped off into the pavilion and I think that inside is probably the best place to be on a morning like this one.

So I've come into the warm as well where I'm joined by Neil Priscott who's the media manager at MCC.  What was the impetus behind starting this project four years ago?

Priscott
We know that there are hundreds, thousands of blind and partially sighted cricket fans in the country.  We know that cricket's a well played sport in the blind community.  We host the National Blind Cricket Club final every year, for example.  We knew there was a market for that and we really wanted to help put on commentaries so that cricket fans can appreciate them.  

Djazmi
Cricket isn't like football in the sense that football has lots of supporters who turn up, whereas county games are famous for not having that many supporters who turn up.  So how much of a cost implication has this service been for you?

Prsicott
You're right that it's quite a commitment in that everyday of cricket, every ball of cricket, needs commentary, that's around 80 days cricket during the season here.  So there are some start up costs with the equipment but in terms of the commentary scheme, as such, we work with the RNIB and we do have a voluntary team and that does enable us to manage costs and to provide the service.  We've got 20 fantastic commentators and these are guys who give up their time, they all have jobs and they're passionate about the game and bringing the game to blind and partially sighted fans.

Djazmi
Well the players did re-emerge for a few minutes play but they took an early lunch and they haven't come out since.  So I've decided to take the opportunity to come and talk to some of the blind and partially sighted spectators making the most of this commentary service and I'm with Angela and Mark.  Angela, what do you make of the commentary service here?

Angela
I'm very impressed.  You get a little kind of headset, a bit like headphones as you would get normally, and a little receiver type box which you can just put in your pocket and away you go.  Very good quality sound, you couldn't ask for more - well you could - that there'd be some play but you can't have everything I'm afraid.

Mark
Very, very clear, very concise, very accurate as to where the play is at around the field.  Cricket has got so many fielding positions like long leg, fine leg, gully, you can actually place where the ball's actually going around the field.

Djazmi
And one of the things I'm very impressed with is the fact that you have a choice between using a headset, which goes over both ears, or just an eyepiece which goes in one ear, which means that you can listen to the game in one ear and still enjoy the atmosphere or talk to whoever you're with by using the other ear.

Mark
Well personally I've got the twin headset on but Angela's got the one you described where it's just a small ear plug.  I'm more into concentrating wholly on commentaries.

Djazmi
So there hasn't been much conversation between you two so far?

Mark
No it's not something [Laughing] - it's not something that's sort of very sociable between a couple.

Cricket commentary

Ellison
I'm Eleanor Ellison and I'm the senior national leisure officer for the Royal National Institute of Blind People.

Djazmi
At the moment Lords is providing commentary on every single game being played here, which are other counties that provide this commentary service?

Ellison
Well we've got Sussex, as I said, then there's Northants, Nottinghamshire, Somerset and Kent and we're hoping to work with a couple more counties this season as well.

Djazmi
And do you think this is something that can be rolled out across other sports?

Ellison
Well as I say we've started with football, we've now got cricket and we're just doing some work with rugby league, so we've got a commentary training session up at Leeds to start off doing the same thing with the RFL.

Djazmi
Well the second part of today's re-launch of the in-ground commentary is a tour round the Lords Museum and I'm with Neil Priscott, who's the media manager MCC.  So what do we have here Neil?

Priscott
Right, well here's the replica Ashes urn, so you can see how small it really is.

Djazmi
It's tiny.

Priscott
And that's what all the fuss is about between England and Australia.  We can't get the original out because that's priceless and that doesn't move from its glass box I'm afraid.

Djazmi
Not even for blind people?

Priscott
Even for blind people, sorry about that.  This is a helmet here.

Djazmi
And the great thing about being able to feel cricket balls and helmets and sweaters and that kind of thing is that as a blind person you're able to kind of see for the first time what for years you've heard being talked about - bowlers handing their sweaters to umpires and players coming out with or without helmets - and you can actually feel what they're like and the next time - here's the peak of the helmet and there's the grille beneath it - and the next time ...

Priscott
You should be able to feel that you wouldn't be able to get a ball between the peak of the helmet and the grille but sometimes you can.

Djazmi
But I mean the next time I listen to any kind of cricket commentary and they mention the helmet or the ball being out of shape or something I'll have far more of a multi-dimensional idea of what they're talking about.  If I was to come on my own one day, just randomly, in the middle of the cricket season how accessible a tour would I be able to enjoy of this museum?

Priscott
I'd say you'd be able to touch and feel the majority of our artefacts here, there are some things that probably are priceless but things like bats being used by Flintoff and test cricketers would be very much accessible to blind and partially sighted users.  Gloves - you can feel the kind of protection that their hands get.

Djazmi
The padding on the backs of the fingers is probably as thick, if not thicker, than the fingers themselves.  And the amazing thing is given the amount of padding there is on the backs of the fingers of the gloves players still get their fingers broken by the ball don't they?

Priscott
Well [indistinct words] bowling at 90 mile an hour that's still not enough I think.

Djazmi
Well I've had to put on some normal gloves now because I'm going to touch a real life test match bat and I'm with Neil Robinson, who's the researcher here at the MCC.  So whose bat is this Neil?

Robinson
This bat belonged to Graham Thorpe and he used it on the tour of the West Indies in 2004 when he averaged about 91 I think.

Djazmi
Fantastic,

Robinson
So quite a few runs have been scored with this object and I'll just hand it to you now.

Djazmi
And it's so light, I can't believe how light this bat is, a proper test match bat, and I thought it would be a lot broader than this.

Robinson
It is quite light.  This one doesn't have very big edges, it's got quite a pronounced hump on the back of the blade but it's not nearly as heavy as you might imagine.

Djazmi
It reminds me of the kind of bat I used to buy when I was about 12 from the shop with the three tiny stumps and a bale and a tennis ball.  This is quite something you know.  Neil, thank you very much that, that was a fantastic moment.

Ellison
We want to spread the word to blind and partially sighted people that this service is available and suggest that they contact their local county clubs to see if they offer this service and if not why not.

Spectator
Without the commentary I would come but you know I wouldn't be able to follow or I'd have to ask somebody to explain to me which is a bit distracting because you are disturbing other people as well.

Cricket commentary

White
And quite rightly we got Mani to pay us to let him to go to that job. 

That's it for today.  Do call us with your comments and your queries.  You can call us on 0800 044 044 or e-mail us at bbc.co.uk/radio4/intouch.  And there'll be a podcast of tonight's programme from tomorrow.

That's it from me, Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the rest of the team.  Goodbye.



